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Rule/

Division
Minors Majors

50/70 

Intermediate
Juniors Seniors Minors Majors Juniors Seniors

Bat type

Bat length (MAX) 34" 34" 36" 34" 34"

Bat diameter  (MAX) 2-5/8" 2-5/8" 2-5/8" 2-1/4" 2-1/4"

Bat markings (for Non-wood) BBCOR

Bat markings (Composite barrel) BBCOR

Other bat marking requirements Drop 3

Shoe Cleats 1.11

Jewelry (does not include sunglasses) 1.11

Pitcher Undershirt/Tshirt (exposed) 1.11

Number of Players on Defense 1.01

Innings / game 4.10 7 7 7 7 7

Regulation innings (min) (ahead by 10-runs or 

shortened game)
4.10 5 5 5 5 5

Max runs/inning 5.07

5

unlimited in last inning 

(unlimited does not 

apply to Little Minors 

Baseball)

5

unlimited in last inning 

(Inter League - Both 

Minors & Little Minors)

Adults 1.01

Protests 4.19

Catcher's glove 1.12

Chest protector 1.17

Catchers helmet 1.17

Catchers - Male 1.17

Dropped 3rd strike (by catcher) 6.05 out *out or not *out or not *out or not *out or not out *out or not *out or not *out or not

Keep one foot in the batter’s box at all time. 6.02

Pitches on Ground
2.0 Ball, 

Strike

Bunting 2.0 Bunt

"On-Deck" batter 1.08

Batting Helmets 1.16

Throwing the bat 6.05

Leaving early (before pitch reaches batter)-- Pitch not 

hit
Returned Returned

Any runner leaving early (before pitch reaches batter)-

- Pitch is hit fair

Leaving early (before release of pitch) 7.08 see above see above out out

Must Slide 7.08

Head first slide 7.08 out out out out

Warming up Pitchers
3.09 reg 

XIV (f)

Pitch count - days of rest Reg VI

Catcher to pitcher position Reg VI

Pitcher to catcher position Reg VI

Pitching position

Pitching (throwing) motion

Pivot foot start

Non-pivot foot start

Pivot foot end of delivery

Front foot end of delivery

Pitching delivery

Illegal pitch penalty***** 8.05 Ball Ball

Intentional Walk (does not have to pitch) 6.08

Pitcher removed from game 3.03

**** runners on base: Balk, no runners: Ball

1.10

33"

2-5/8"

Cannot return

6 6

4 4

n/a
n/a

must wear protective cup

out

out

There is NO must slide rule at any base

Throwing the bat (unless intentional) in NEVER an OUT. 

USA logo

USA logo

USA logo or BBCOR

USA logo or BBCOR

Helmets must have a non-glare sufrace and cannot be mirror-like in nature.

Bats

Misc.

Catcher 

equipment

Runner

Batter

molded or metal

long or short

n/a

long or short

molded molded 

no neoprene sleeves (unless full covered by undershirt), undershirt 

must be solid color and not white or gray.

must be a catcher's style glove any type 

molded or metal

NOCSAE labeling and dangling throat protector NOCSAE labeling and dangling throat protector

Maximum 3 Adults in Dugout (includes Manager, Coaches, Scorekeepers). 

must be a baseball bat must be a softball bat

33"

2-1/4"

1.20 BPF

1.20 BPF

Pitcher

4 or more innings as catcher cannot pitch that day n/a

undershirt must be solid color

8.01

9 9

n/a

Can return 1X later if still in game Can return 1X in same inning,  if still in game

must be directly facing the batter

hand below the hip, hand at or inside the elbow (at 

must land in front of  the 24" wide pitching plate

7.13
only the base beyond hit value 

(unless runner is put out)

"Set" (stretch)  or "Windup"

Any natural movement

must have some contact w/ pitcher's plate

41 or more pitches cannot catch that day

Set: not restricted

not specific rule

Ball or Balk **** Ball - all runners advance 1 base

underhand, one arm rotation only

 Primary Rule Differences (by Leagues & Divisions)

Baseball Softball

USA logo (wood bats do not require USA logo)

none (unless medical ID) on any player including ruber band type bracelets.

Not permitted Permitted Not permitted Permitted

Unlimited Unlimited

Playing Rule or Improper Substitution: Before next play or pitch.

*** Applies to all composite BARREL bats   If 2-1/4" and NO composite, it must be BPF1.15 or less

After 1st warning, strikes are called, exceptions do apply After 1st warning, strikes are n/a

Pitches that hit the ground ARE NOT dead balls. 

Batter may swing, hit, foul off, etc. Batter hit by bouncing pitch IS awarded first base (unless batter was swinging)

It is LEGAL to fake a bunt and then swing at a pitch

see rulebook for days rest only if 7 innings or more

Only players may warm-up pitchers. NO adults/coaches warming up pitchers. 

Not in pre-game, not in bullpen, not behind dugout, not between innings, not squatting or standing

4 pitches added to pitch count n/a n/a

no penalty no penalty

not specific rule

must be on top surface of the pitching plate

must remain in in contact with pitching plate (before front 

must be on or behind the pitching plateSet: in front of pitcher's plate,  Windup: free

Set: must come to complete stop 

****** if illegal pitch is hit and everyone advances 1 base safely, then the illegal 

pitch is disregarded.

Information on this chart is intended for reference only & is NOT a subsitute for reading and understanding the Little League Playing Rules.

*out or not: out, if less than 2 out and 1st base is already occupied

**  all composite barrel bats are prohibited unless the model is approved by LL (see website)


